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Revealed: 1,900-year-old Roman
house covered in PENIS-shaped
amulets is discovered in Israel

Archaeologists discovered the remains of a Roman house in Omrit, Israel
The house was adorned with images of plants and animals
It probably belonged to a Roman official who was stationed in the area
On top of the remains, the researchers found several phallic amulets
These were often worn by the Romans to keep away bad spirits

By SHIVALI BEST FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 05:39 EST, 22 February 2017 | UPDATED: 06:14 EST, 22 February 2017

Archaeologists working at the site of Omrit in northern Israel have uncovered a
Roman house dating back around 1,900 years.

The intricate house was adorned with images of plants and animals, and probably
belonged to a Roman official who was stationed in the area.

Bizarrely, the archaeologists also found a layer of penis-shaped amulets on top of the
house, which were often worn to prevent misfortune.

Scroll down for video 

Researchers discovered the remains of a two-storey Roman house at the site of Omrit in Israel.
The team is unsure who owned the house in ancient times, but suggest it may have belonged
to a Roman official stationed in the area
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WHY ROMANS WORE
PENIS AMULETS

Phalluses were common symbols in
Roman culture, particularly in the form
of the fascinum - a phallic charm.

Bronze wind chimes called
tintinnabula that featured the phallus,
were produced in Pompeii to ward off
the evil eye and other malevolent
influences.

Penises were also carved onto
doorways in the city, while statues of
Priapus - god of fertility, himself often
shown with a massive member -
guarded gardens.

It was not unusual for Roman boys to
wear the bulla – a protective amulet
that contained a phallic charm - until
they formally came of age.

A sacred phallus was among the
objects considered vital to the security
of the Roman state which were in the
keeping of the Vestal Virgins in Rome. 

Researchers from Carthage College in
Wisconsin discovered the house in Israel,
which they believe dates back to the late
first or early second century AD.

Speaking at a conference in Toronto,
Professor Daniel Schowalter, who led the
excavation, said: 'The floor [of the house]
was plastered and its walls were covered
in frescoes.'

The intricate frescoes included images of
trees, plants, birds, fish, and ducks.

The researchers are unsure who owned
the house in ancient times.

But speaking to Live Science, Professor
Schowalter said: 'One would guess that it
might have been commissioned by a
Roman official who was stationed in the
area, but it could also be the home [of] a
local elite who adopted some traditional
Roman motifs in decoration.'

So far, the researchers have only
excavated part of the house but plan to
return to the site to learn more about the
ancient ruins.

Professor Schowalter said that the
excavated area 'was probably a
courtyard, since the doorway we have
opens into the 'house' proper. In other
words, you could be locked out in that area.'

The house was probably demolished during the early third century, as the researchers found a
layer of fill on top of the remains. Amongst the fill were several phallus-shaped amulets (stock
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The house was probably demolished during the early third century, as the
researchers found a layer of fill on top of the remains.

Amongst the fill were several phallus-shaped amulets. 

Phalluses were common symbols in Roman culture, particularly in the form of the
fascinum - a phallic charm.

The floor of the house was plastered and its walls were covered in frescoes. The intricate
frescoes included images of trees, plants, birds, fish, and ducks (pictured)

Bronze wind chimes called tintinnabula that featured the phallus, were produced in
Pompeii to ward off the evil eye and other malevolent influences.

Penises were also carved onto doorways in the city, while statues of Priapus - god of
fertility, himself often shown with a massive member - guarded gardens.

It was not unusual for Roman boys to wear the bulla – a protective amulet that
contained a phallic charm - until they formally came of age.

A sacred phallus was among the objects considered vital to the security of the
Roman state which were in the keeping of the Vestal Virgins in Rome. 
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The archaeologists were working at the site of Omrit in northern Israel when they uncovered
the Roman house dating back around 1,900 years
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MOST WATCHED NEWS VIDEOS Embed this

Terrifying moment a
huge great white
lunges at a surfer

Raging girlfriend
punches cheating
boyfriend on his date

Check out how a
woman's body changes
during pregnancy

Karma police: Cop
pulls over impatient
driver after cutting up a
van

Djokovic and wife
argue on Facebook
after she forgets to...

Terrified 96-year-old
rescued by kind man
as she clings to lamp...

Mama bear drags her
adorably reluctant cub
across small stream

Clinton illegal
fundraiser: I fear
secrets will cost my life

James Corden spoofs
boy bands in Thr33way
bit featuring Jordan
Peele and Nick Kroll
The Carpool Karaoke
funnyman unveiled his
latest comedic creation

'There's no bitterness':
Louis Tomlinson
gushes about his One
Direction bandmates as
he praises their support
for his first solo
performance

FIRST PICTURES:
Diane Kruger gazes
adoringly at Walking
Dead star Norman
Reedus following
THOSE rumors of secret
romance 

Charlotte McKinney
stuns in sexy blazer suit
as she shows off a hint
of tummy at the Net-a-
Porter pre-Oscars lunch
She's always one to make
an entrance

Toned tum!
Alessandra Ambrosio
shows off her
supermodel figure in
chic sports bra as she
heads to a workout
Victoria's Secret model
and mother-of-two

Naomi Campbell steals
the front row show in
ravishing royal blue
dress at Versace MFW
runway presentation
She looked sexy and
sensational in blue

'Don't spray me I'm
FAKE': Victoria's Secret
beauty Shanina Shaik
sports a faux shearling
coat emblazoned with
suggestive wording
after a workout

'RIP Rayna': Connie
Britton pens emotional
goodbye to fans after
her shock exit from TV
show Nashville as she
plots next career move
The 49-year-old actress

Behati Prinsloo
displays her post-baby
body as she makes
return to the runway in
a pin-flaunting mini
dress during Versace
MFW presentation  

Sealed with a kiss!
Sandra Bullock shares a
smooch with beau
Bryan Randall during
afternoon outing in LA
The 52-year-old packed
on the PDA
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testmoltw1313131313, London, United Kingdom, 1 day ago

Ok

ReplyNew Comment 00

Click to rate

Geeezer, Wellingborough, United Kingdom, 1 day ago

Bet they're kicking themselves that they didn't invent batteries too..

ReplyNew Comment 17

Click to rate

rasher21, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 1 day ago

A building full of c.ock.s? I thought they'd written an article about the Houses of Parliament

ReplyNew Comment 112

Click to rate

VarsoviadePolonia, city of Warsaw, 2 days ago

Fun house

ReplyNew Comment 33

Click to rate

Alexandra Sands, London, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Yes, it is a great discovery. Well done.

ReplyNew Comment 29

Click to rate

Mr_Wisdom, Earth, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Maybe it's an effigy of Nigal Frogarge

ReplyNew Comment 105

Click to rate

Molecule Man, London, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

This article is too HARD to read.

ReplyNew Comment 512

John, Wiltshire, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Maybe a knocking shop.

Emotional Renee
Zellweger proudly
presents an award to
her former publicist and
close friend, ALS
sufferer Nanci Ryder
Overcome with emotion

Lily-Rose Depp
dazzles in waist-
cinching sequin mini
dress as she arrives
ahead of the 42nd Cesar
Awards in Paris
Johnny Depp's daughter

Ice queen Nancy
Kerrigan and RHOBH's
Erika Girardi set to join
DWTS amid rumors
Bachelor Nick Viall is
also ready to rumba
Just a month to go

Mama's boy! Kim
Kardashian the queen
of social media
attempts to teach son
Saint how to pose for
Snapchat filters
Shared some pictures
and videos with Saint

Is that you? Katie
Holmes opts for
incognito look as she
jets into LA in extremely
floppy hat and
sunglasses
Kept covered up

'We've got a really,
really solid normal life':
Nicole Kidman gushes
about domestic bliss in
Nashville with Keith
Urban and daughters
Wife, mother and actress

All that glitters! Mariah
Carey flashes her legs
in sexy sequinned gown
as she takes to the
stage at star-studded
Dubai Jazz Festival
Age-defying figure

Body of work! Kate
Hudson bares extremely
toned abs in mustard
yellow crop top at ICG
Publicists Awards
Not afraid of flashing a
little flesh

A romantic Weeknd
away? Selena Gomez
'jets to the Netherlands
to be with her rumored
beau during the
European leg of his
world tour'

Look at those abs!
Britney Spears shows
off impressive yoga
skills while performing
a handstand 
Shared a video with her
15.2m followers
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celebrities love

That will make jaws
drop! Amy Schumer
swims with sharks on
girls' trip to Bahamas
The hard-working
comedian took is on
vacation with friends

Jenna Dewan Tatum
reveals she saved the
dress she wore to 2013
Oscars while pregnant
with her daughter - so
little Everly can have it
herself one day 

From Kate Bosworth's
new favorite handbag to
Badgley Mischka's
affordable line of
shoes, FEMAIL reveals
the fashions that caught
our attention this week

Witches including
Lana Del Rey will gather
at midnight to cast a
spell on President
Trump AND his
supporters in hopes of
banishing him from
office

Judge bars all but one
Bill Cosby accuser from
testifying at sexual-
assault trial
The disgraced TV legend,
79, won a major victory
on Friday

She's Stella-r! Maxwell
showcases her model
curves in figure-
flaunting mesh dress
for Versace AW17 Milan
Fashion Week
presentation 

'I don't have time!'
Paris Hilton strips off
for sizzling shoot as she
reveals why she turned
her back on reality TV
The 36-year-old heiress is
looking good

Walking on sunshine!
Mandy Moore stuns in a
yellow dress as she
heads to the Today
show in New York to
chat about that 'epic'
This Is Us episode 

Make-up free Gwyneth
Paltrow shows her flare
for fashion in jeans and
chic shirt while out in
Los Angeles
Tthe busy 44-year-old
actress and blogger 

Real Housewives star
Vicki Gunvalson calls in
police after 'employee
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steals thousands of
dollars from her
insurance brokerage'
Embezzlement probe

Fergie makes a
sartorial statement in
over-sized shearling
aviator jacket and
figure-hugging dress as
she steps out in Milan
The 41-year-old singer

Let the tour of love
begin! Twilight star
Ashley Greene hugs
fiancé Paul Khoury as
they prepare to jet out
of Los Angeles
Engaged in December 

Twin time! Zoe
Saldana enjoys an
outing with her toddler
sons after welcoming
third child Zen
The 38-year-old actress
looked laid back 

Lionel Richie
'postpones joint All The
Hits tour with Mariah
Carey as he recovers
from knee surgery'
The Hello hit-maker, 67,
had painful issue 

Kendall Jenner gives a
flash of her slender
figure beneath a chunky
athletic coat as she
storms the catwalk with
best pal Gigi Hadid at
Milan Fashion Week 

Republican Caitlyn
Jenner steps out after
filming message
criticizing Donald
Trump over move to
scrap transgender
bathrooms
The 67-year-old star

Bella-issimo! Hadid
teases at her ample
cleavage in sizzling
ombré dress during
Versace's AW17 Milan
Fashion Week show
The 20-year-old model 

Robin Thicke enjoys
lunch date in Malibu
with younger girlfriend
April Love before court
battle with ex Paula
Patton kicks off in ugly
war over son

Designer Karl
Lagerfeld calls out
Meryl Streep for
canceling a custom
Oscars dress because
Chanel refused to pay
her - but she denies the
claims 

EXCLUSIVE: Ex-NFL
player Kordell Stewart
demands $4.5M from
internet star who said
they had gay romance
while he was married to
RHOA's Porsha
Williams

Mom's the word for
Victoria: Jenna Coleman
portrays queen as a
'working mother' in
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baptism scene as 
second season of hit
drama begins filming 

Reunited! Mad Men's
glamorous women
January Jones, Kiernan
Shipka and Christina
Hendricks join cast to
celebrate book launch
in Beverly Hills

Bella Thorne shows
off her peachy posterior
in throwback bikini
snap from her holiday...
after getting a chemical
face peel
Another sizzling pic

SPOILER ALERT: A
main character is killed
off in shocking episode
of CMT's Nashville
There's big drama in the
Music City-based hit show

Allison Williams
shows off her new
blonde locks and retro
sense of style in smart
tweed outfit after
revealing she feels like
she has 'broken up' with
her Girls co-stars

Kendall Jenner cuts a
casual figure in high-
waisted pants and
baggy T-shirt as she
steps out  in Milan
ahead of Versace show

The Hadid sisters,
slogan tees, and a LOT
of selfies: Behind the
scenes images reveal
what really goes on
backstage at the
Moschino show 

'I've never been to IN-
N-OUT!': Dwayne 'The
Rock' Johnson delights
staff on his first ever
visit to popular fast food
joint 
The 44-year-old 

'They'll always have
love': Jennifer Garner
jets out of town as she
and ex Ben Affleck
move ahead with
divorce
The pair have three kids

So that's how she
does it! Ireland Baldwin
shows off toned midriff
as she pulls yoga poses
on exotic getaway
The 21-year-old gave
fans a peek 

Emma Watson is the
picture of elegance in a
peekaboo jumpsuit as
she cozies up to co-star
Dan Stevens at Beauty
And The Beast
photocall in London

Showing them the
ropes? Supermodel
Naomi Campbell flaunts
glowing and youthful
complexion bizarre
Tod's MFW show
The supermodel, 46
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'Human Ken Doll'
Rodrigo Alves to enter
the record books after
undergoing his 51st
cosmetic surgery to get
'baby skin' (as he
insists he's not
addicted)

Emily Ratajkowski
flashes a peek of her
bra in racy sheer lace
top as she steps out for
dinner in Beverly Hills
Proved she can nail off-
duty chic 

Celebrity glam squad
reveal the THREE
MONTHS of prep stars
undergo to get ready for
Oscars - from painful
cryotherapy to midnight
visits to dermatologist 

Family first! Maggie
Gyllenhaal supports
brother Jake at
Broadway opening with
husband Peter
Sarsgaard
The 39-year-old actress 

Is Queen Elizabeth
taking fashion tips from
Kate? How the monarch
has been stepping out
in outfits that could
have been chosen by
the Duchess herself

Gigi Hadid flashes her
washboard stomach in
crop top and metallic
suit before a hasty outfit
change into a striking
orange and cream
ensemble in Milan

'Get a f***ing life!' Ian
McShane slams Game
Of Thrones fans for
being too obsessed
with the hit show and
suggests they 'get out
more'

The spy who loved
Keely! Former James
Bond star Pierce
Brosnan looks smitten
with wife of 16 years as
they step out arm in arm
for lunch

Calvin Klein sells his
Miami mansion for $13
MILLION (and the iconic
designer's 'waterfront
sanctuary' comes with
five en-suites and its
own infinity pool)

So trenchy, so chic!
Cate Blanchett, 47, cuts
a stylish figure in
a green plaid trench
coat as she struts
through New York City
The Aussie actress

Looking tasty in the
Big Apple! Little Mix
singer Jesy Nelson
quickly goes from drab
to fab as she swaps
baggy travel attire for
ab-baring bralet 
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What's so funny? Rod
Stewart's ex Rachel
Hunter, 47, cuddles up
to Game Of Thrones
actor Joe Naufahu, 39,
as the pair exchange
laughs during low-key
outing 

No sibling rivalry here!
Bradley Cooper's ex
Suki Waterhouse is
pretty in pink as she's
joined by sister Immy
for fun and flirty fashion
campaign

Newly brunette
Chantel Jeffries flashes
her thighs in a pair of
silver over-the-knee
boots as she enjoys a
night out in Hollywood
Justin Bieber's ex

Actress Thandie
Newton,44, ditches her
usual glamour and goes
for uber-casual outfit as
she heads to LA ahead
of Sunday's Academy
Awards

Isn't that a dressing
gown? Lottie Moss
flaunts her legs in a
minuscule velvet dress
as she parties at
Bvlgari's Milan Fashion
Week bash

Style runs in the
family! Anwar Hadid
matches sister
Marielle's grunge look
for family lunch... as
siblings Gigi and Bella
appear at Milan Fashion
Week

Heart of class! Blondie
star Debbie Harry, 71,
looks sensational in
thigh-high boots... as
she teases a kiss with
pal Pam Hogg for new
magazine shoot

Prince Charles is in
high spirits as he's
presented with daffodils
by smiling children
during a visit to a
school in Wales
The 68-year-old royal 

Malia Obama
embraces leisure wear
for work as she dons
navy sports jacket and
leggings to her job at
the Weinstein Company
in New York City

Kim Kardashian
Snapchats soul food
cooking session... after
stressing over losing
7lbs
Southern comfort food
buffet

Dad-to-be George
Clooney beams as he
arrives ahead of Cesar
Awards in Paris... after
revealing travel
restrictions with
pregnant wife Amal

Scott Eastwood chats
to his apparent stunt
double as pictures of
MASSIVE flames and
gun-wielding tanks
emerge from the set of
Pacific Rim: Uprising
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Playful papa! Gwen
Stefani's ex Gavin
Rossdale makes silly
faces for his young son
Apollo as the pair grab
lunch in Beverly Hills
The 51-year-old  rocker

Oprah Winfrey says
she doesn't regret not
having children with
partner Stedman... as
she discusses her
incredible three stone
weight loss

Finding her balance!
Lea Michele flashes
cleavage in plunging
pink swimsuit as she
continues to practice
yoga on a paddleboard
in Hawaii

David Beckham leaves
the gym with personal
trainer Bobby Rich...
after the minder led
Brooklyn home
following BRITs after-
party in London 

Suddenly shy?
Westworld's Angela
Sarafyan goes for a
more modest look after
nearly baring all the
previous night
Still bared her midriff

'There's something
wrong with my nuts':
Prince Charles backs
bid to help red squirrels
stand tall by spiking the
grays' food with...
contraceptives 

Ariel Winter sizzles in
tight back-baring mini-
dress as she swings by
Catch LA
She was wearing a
seemingly airtight white
dress

Looking dishy! Petra
Nemcova serves up a
style treat in a floral
sequinned mini-dress
as she attends charity
concert in LA
The stunning model

Formula One star
Lewis Hamilton shows
off his flair for fashion
in a scarlet coat and
funky scarf at the
Emporio Armani show
during Milan Fashion
Week

Khloe Kardashian
helps Gabriela
Cardenas get revenge
on cheating ex-fiancé
on E! makeover reality
show
Thursday's episode of her
makeover show

Emma Watson oozes
understated elegance in
a fitted cream tulip
dress as she attends
Beauty and the Beast
afterparty 
The Harry Potter star

Caitlyn Jenner hits out
at Donald Trump for
scrapping transgender
bathroom directive -
months after she
appeared to back him
for president 
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It was water! Justin
Bieber reveals the 'pee
stain' on his $700
sweats was due to
spilled flower vase
Tweeted to his Beliebers
to set the record straight

'We've not had
closure': Wham!'s
Andrew Ridgeley
reveals his heartache
over the delay in
burying his late friend
George Michael
.

Now that's an
overrated wax figure!
Meryl Streep's Madame
Tussauds statue looks
nothing like the Oscar
winner
Is that you Meryl?

She's got great jeans!
Padma Lakshmi shows
off her svelte figure and
ample assets in
plunging denim
jumpsuit while out with
her daughter

Could listening to
Taylor Swift make you
immoral? Scientists
claim those exposed to
upbeat music are more
willing to bend the rules
and even HURT people

'I went fully gray at
18!': Eva Longoria, 41,
reveals she's been
dyeing her locks since
she was a teenager
She visits her hair salon
every two weeks

EXCLUSIVE: Smitten
Vanderpump Rules star
Scheana Shay gets racy
with new boyfriend
Robert Valletta as they
go public amid her
divorce

Hot mama! New mom
Zoe Saldana shows off
svelte legs in ruffled
dress at pre-Oscars
bash just days after
announcing birth of
third child

Emma Roberts puts on
a busty display in a
quirky ruched dress as
she parties at eco-
friendly pre-Oscar event
The 25-year-old star

Casual Louis
Tomlinson steps out in
a hoodie and ripped
jeans for record
company
meeting...amid rumors
he has reunited with his
ex Eleanor Calder  

'I love bread and beer!'
Ireland Baldwin slips
into skimpy neon bikini
and embraces her flaws
'I have flaws and I f***ing
love them and I love my
body and so should you'

The Fast and
Fabulous! Jordana
Brewster cuts a casual
yet chic figure in baggy
jeans and cropped
jacket while shopping in
Beverly Hills
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Jaden Smith returns
as bisexual graffiti artist
Dizzee in part two of
Netflix series The Get
Down
1978-set, South Bronx
musical drama

Sleek Sharon Stone,
58, looks youthful as
ever as she steps out in
a chic ensemble for
dinner in Beverly Hills
She's as busy as she's
ever been

Swimming in the lap of
luxury! Ryan Lochte
looks thrilled at Oscars
gifting lounge with
pregnant fiancee Kayla
Rae Reid
Olympic gold medalist

Peek-a-boob! Kim
Kardashian suffers
wardrobe malfunction
as she flashes a hint of
nipple in plunging
corset top
Gave fans an eyeful

Furry stylish! Princess
Eugenie stays warm in a
fur-lined parka as she
steps out in London's
West End 
Storm Doris didn't stop
the young royal

'La La with Luna':
John Legend rehearses
for the Oscars with
baby daughter as
Chrissy Teigen goofs
around on Snapchat
Had a bit of company 

Gigi Hadid STUMBLES
as her heel gets caught
in her beautiful thigh-
split dress while
donning a stylish wig on
the runway at the
Moschino MFW show

Dove Cameron comes
of age in sultry Marilyn
Monroe inspired photo
shoot for Galore
Magazine...and reveals
she got a tattoo for her
21st birthday

He's out of this world!
Jared Leto dons UFO
hoodie and gleaming
bomber jacket as he
returns from Milan with
female companion
Colorful ensemble

Make-up free
Courteney Cox, 52,
shows off her flawless
complexion as she
grabs some food with a
pal in LA
Lunch date

Walk on the Wilde
side! Sarah Paulson
rocks animal print at the
2017 Oscar Wilde
Awards 
Covered her black lace
dress with the animal print
coat

Gabrielle Union leads
the style pack in
gorgeous black and
silver dress at Essence
Black Women In
Hollywood Awards
Belle of the ball

A frame to die for!
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Mickey Rourke is
mobbed by fans for a
photo as he grabs lunch
in Beverly Hills
The 63-year-old gladly
posed with fans

What a sport! Justin
Bieber bounces back
from embarrassing wet
trousers incident with
fun game of basketball
He'd been spotted out
with a wet patch

That must hurt! Bella
Thorne shares image of
her skin coming OFF
after trying to beat acne
with chemical peel at
fancy spa
Revealed the results

Putting in the leg
work! Becky G flashes
skin in elaborate satin
pink gown at Premio Lo
Nuestro a la Música
Latina show 
Star-studded event

Pregnant Beyonce
shares heartwarming
selfie with daughter
Blue Ivy... as fans are
left devastated amid
news she pulled out of
Coachella

Make it rain! Amber
Rose announces she's
the new owner of
Hollywood strip club
popular with celebrities
including Drake and
Khloe Kardashian

Baby joy? Fans
speculate whether
pregnant Cheryl has
ALREADY given birth to
her first child with Liam
Payne... after she
unveiled her baby
bump 

EXCLUSIVE: Michelle
Obama feels the burn at
SoulCycle in
Washington DC after
family returns home via
private jet from long
weekend ski trip to
Aspen

Racially-charged
horror film Get Out
earns rare 100 percent
rating on Rotten
Tomatoes
It may just be the first
sleeper hit of 2017

'Exciting news!' Teen
Mom vet Kailyn Lowry
confirms she is
expecting her THIRD
child at age 24... but has
yet to reveal the identity
of the father

Date night! Joe Jonas
and Sophie Turner enjoy
a swanky dinner at 34
Mayfair in London
She wore a black fuzzy
coat, he a red and black
bomber jacket

Perrie Edwards shares
loved-up snap with
boyfriend Alex Oxlade-
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Chamberlain after
Little Mix's BRITs win...
as fans go into
meltdown over her
maternal pose

Ricky Martin smolders
at Latin Music Awards
after revealing John
Travolta was his first
celebrity crush
The 45-year-old was
polished to perfection

Ready for take off!
Harrison Ford drives his
Tesla to Santa Monica
Airport just days after
his narrow miss at John
Wayne
Hasn't put him off

Smashing idea! Jimmy
Fallon challenges Neil
Patrick Harris to a game
of Russian Roulette
using EGGS
Egg-stremely messy
game

'My daughter is dating
a ho hound': Chrisley
Knows Best star Todd
Chrisley admits concern
over Savannah's new
NBA player boyfriend
Chandler Parsons

Touchdown! Bikini-
clad Olivia Culpo and
football beau Danny
Amendola make the
most of off season with
a steamy trip to Hawaii 
The 24-year-old beauty 

That's a cool look!
Renée Zellweger
bundles up in
windbreaker and ripped
jeans for outing in LA
Cut a casual and
comfortable figure

Who's the momager
now? Kendall Jenner,
21, channels her mother
Kris, 61, in low-cut
tuxedo jacket at
Moschino AW17 Milan
Fashion Week show

Mariah Carey wears
sexy red show-stopper
gown as she takes to
the stage for the first
time since ex Nick
Cannon announced the
birth of his son

Brilliant in blue! Fran
Drescher shows off her
feminine curves in form-
fitting dress at
Broadway opening night
play
Phenomenal physique

'I'm literally dying':
Katy Perry admits she
got sick and ended up
in the bathroom at her
first ever BRIT Awards
She had the flu when she
made her debut

So in love! Ashlee
Simpson and Evan
Ross share sweet kiss
and hold hands as they
run errands in West
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Hollywood
Tied the knot in 2014

Maxim cover girl Nina
Agdal hangs out with
OITNB's Jackie Cruz at
Ole Henriksen relaunch
in NYC
The model looked leggy
in a blazer-style dress

There's no sex in
baseball! Kate Upton
gets very candid about
her fiance Justin
Verlander's game rules
when it comes to
getting intimate

Today Show staffer
'leaked Donald Trump
p***ygate tape': NBC
News employee on
morning show released
infamous recording,
report claims

Family Matters star
Darius McCrary accuses
wife of burning him with
hot iron... after she
claimed he dangled
their child over boiling
water in ugly court feud

The Hills star Jason
Wahler and wife Ashley
reveal they discovered
they were expecting on
same day Lauren
Conrad announced her
own baby news

'He did a good job':
Golnesa 'GG'
Gharachedaghi brags
about stunning diamond
engagement ring after
tying knot with fiance
Shalom

Sheer beauty!
Kourtney Kardashian
dons corset-style top
with see through panels
after filming KUWTK in
LA
She never takes a fashion
misstep

60s siren Bella Hadid
debuts faux fringe as
she models exquisite
sequinned plunging
mini dress and faux-fur
coat at Moschino's
AW17 MFW show

Make-up free Ariel
Winter bundles up in
puffer jacket while out
and about in Los
Angeles
Warded off the February
chill in a puffer jacket

Braless Stella Maxwell
suffers nip-slip  at
Moschino MFW show...
before modeling dry
cleaning bag (complete
with hanger) on the
catwalk

Matthew Broderick
signs on to play
disgraced FEMA
director Michael Brown
in TV anthology Katrina:
American Crime Story
New television gig
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'Thanks for keeping
me off the number one
spot!' Katy Perry
interrupts live radio
interview to SWEAR at
Ed Sheeran after he
pips her to top of the
charts

Producers of the TV
show 24:Legacy
apologize for using real
footage of the 2013
Kenya mall massacre to
depict fictional terror
attack in Egypt 

Shirtless Scott
Eastwood shows off his
rippling abs as he does
gruelling workout at
Bondi Beach in
Australia before
jumping in ocean for a
swim

The Ring star Daveigh
Chase is questioned by
police 'after leaving a
dying man outside an
LA hospital' 
Former child star of 2002
horror movie arrested

Scarlett Johansson set
to host Saturday Night
Live for a fifth time... but
will she get a role as a
member of President
Trump's team?
Will make her return

EXCLUSIVE: Lisa
Marie Presley's
estranged husband
Michael Lockwood is
seen kissing his twins
after a SUPERVISED
day at the beach 

BABEwatch! Pamela
Anderson flaunts her
famous assets in
daringly low-cut
sparkling mini dress
and blazer as she wows
at dance event

My life before princes
and palaces! Meghan
Markle reveals her life
as a struggling actress
who was too poor to get
to auditions before she
hit the big time 

Paula Patton accuses
Robin Thicke of wining
and dining social
worker in charge of
protecting son and
tampering with
evidence as ugly
custody battle rages on

Bright Sparks! Smiley
Jordin braves NY's
chilly weather for early
morning co-hosting
stint on the Today Show
Helping host Sheinelle
Jones give away TVs

Gone with the wind!
Julianne Hough has
hair-raising moment as
she flaunts her legs in
striped sweater dress
The actress's blonde
locks were whipped up

Anne Hathaway shows
off slim pins as she hits
gym in leggings... and
even gets dropped off
by hubby Adam
Shulman
Even had a sweet
personal chauffeur
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Netflix pays $105m for
film reuniting Martin
Scorsese with Robert
De Niro, Joe Pesci and
Harvey Keitel about
mobster that killed
Jimmy Hoffa

Tried and tested!
Princess Mary steps out
with Sixties-style Peter
Pan collar for awards
ceremony... and gives
favorite purple outfit a
second outing

'Take me back to
Costa with him!': Hilary
Duff shares very lusty
image as she nearly
spills out of bathing suit
while cuddling Matthew
Koma
Sexy throwback photo

Plane stunning! Suki
Waterhouse channels
the British flag in eye-
catching paper dress as
she shoots airline
campaign in Milan
Head-turning dress

The A-Team comes to
DWTS! Mr. T confirmed
to join season 24 of
ABC dancing
competition
The former member of
The A-Team is set to put
his best foot forward

Ben Affleck replaced
by Cloverfield director
Matt Reeves on new
Caped Crusader film
The Batman 
Taking the reins from
Affleck 

Her style is spot on!
Leighton Meester
showcases her slim
frame in polka dot skirt
as she promotes new
show Making History
The epitome of elegance

Workout done!
Alessandra Ambrosio
shows off her toned
tummy as she leaves
the gym after yoga
class
The model showed off the
fruits of her labor

'It's not cool': Porsha
Williams wants RHOA
co-star Kandi Burruss
to stop 'hating' on her
after sex secrets
showdown
Porsha wants Kandi to 
apologize for her attacks

Model home! Fashion
designer Tommy Hilfiger
lists his colorful, pop
art-filled Florida
mansion with scratch-
and-sniff wallpaper for
$27.5million

'Ma Walton' actress
Michael Learned, 77,
talks about how she
survived domestic
violence - but says she
'should have' called the
police about her partner

Don't Phunk With My
Cardigan: Leggy Fergie
wears bondage-inspired
top over black mini
dress to attend
Moschino AW17 Milan
Fashion Week Show
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It takes a village!
Ivanka Trump heads to
the White House to sit in
on more meetings with
her father after an early
morning visit from her
glam squad

'You ain't cool unless
you pee your pants!'
Justin Bieber pokes fun
at himself after stepping
out with an unfortunate
wet mark
Headed out in a hurry?

Family Matters star
Darius McCrary
accused of dangling
baby over boiling water
as judge orders him to
stay away from wife and
child
The 40-year-old star 

Beyonce pulls out of
Coachella under advice
from doctors after
announcing she's
pregnant with twins...
but promises to perform
next year 

The Bachelor's
Corinne Olympios gets
VERY cozy at a party
with 'Bad Chad' from
the Bachelorette after
he revealed they've
been texting 

She's the whole
package! Kendall
Jenner wears a
cardboard box for a hat
as she storms the
runway with Gigi and
Bella Hadid at Milan
Fashion Week 

Goldie Hawn joins
billionaire Richard
Lugner at the Vienna
Opera Ball... three years
after Kim Kardashian
fled the same event
following 'racial slur' 

All that's missing is a
light saber! Hilary Duff's
winning smile gives
away her identity as she
tries to fly under radar
in outfit better suited for
a Sith Lord

A right royal gossip!
New best friends Queen
Letizia and Argentina's
First Lady can't stop
chatting as they join
their husbands for a
gala dinner

Update a classic! As
Alexa Chung and Olivia
Palermo style their
turtlenecks to look cool
and modern, FEMAIL
breaks down four ways
to wear the basic

Emma Watson wears
fairytale blue gown
complete with train as
she looks into the eyes
of co-star Dan Stevens
at Beauty And The
Beast film launch in
London

Jaimie Alexander
flashes her all-over
tattoos in red romper
and boots on the set of
Blindspot in New York
The 32-year-old actress
was hard to miss 
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Could this fashion
formula be the key to
winning an Oscar? Style
expert looks at dresses
worn by winning
actresses from the last
30 years

Chelsea Clinton
reveals her lengthy
reading list and details
how science fiction
loving husband wooed
her with gift of Tom
Stoppard play 

President Trump
AGREES to meet with
Jackie Evancho's
transgender sister, 18,
and discuss bathroom
protections
Willing to meet

Kendall Jenner flashes
her cleavage in
plunging sheer lingerie
as she attends La Perla
showroom after another
mesmerizing catwalk
display in Milan 

This will brighten up
your day! As Kylie
Jenner teases the
launch of SIX new
dazzling highlighters,
we detail what you need
to know about the range

'He fought with
courage, strength and
grace': Fox News
commentator Alan
Colmes dies aged 66
after a short illness
Former Fox News host

Ready for her closeup!
Justin Bieber's protégé
Madison Beer looks
stylish as she leaves
Catch restaurant in
West Hollywood
The stunning singer 

Double take! Demi
Lovato, 24, is starting to
resemble Demi Moore,
54, as she hits publicity
circuit for new movie
Beyond Silence
They could be twins!

Jimmy Kimmel gets
ridiculous Oscars
makeover from Ellen
DeGeneres... as he
addresses retirement
rumors
The late night host, 49

Anyone for an Oprah-
rita? Winfrey whips up
margaritas for co-stars
Reese Witherspoon and
Mindy Kaling on the set
of A Wrinkle In Time

'Very little prep time
needed to form that
chemistry!': Chris
Hemsworth talks
shooting scenes with
wife Elsa Pataky for
Horse Soldiers

Pamela Anderson
returns to Ecuadorean
embassy a day after she
revealed she's spent
more time talking to
Julian Assange 'than all
ex-husbands
combined' 

'They desperately want
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him to return': Naomie
Harris reveals there's a
'very good chance' co-
star Daniel Craig
COULD be back as
James Bond

'She got her boobies
done - from a 44 to a
36': Here Comes Honey
Boo Boo star Pumpkin
reveals Mama June has
undergone breast
reduction

'It's a gift, I wish him
well': George Clooney's
ex-girlfriend Elisabetta
Canalis congratulates
the actor on expecting
twins with wife Amal
The 38-year-old Italian 

'Greatest memory':
Kelly Ripa recalls the
time she sent 'children's
book' about a stripper
pole to school with her
nine-year-old son
Talking to Colbert 

Gigi Hadid flaunts her
incredible figure in a
tight black leotard and
low-slung trousers as
she joins sister Bella for
a fitting during Milan
Fashion Week 

'Night feeding fiend!':
Sleep-starved Katherine
Heigl snuggles with
baby Joshua Jr in sweet
Instagram snap 
The actress snuggled up
to the nine-week-old tot 

Ready to get back to
work! Diana Ross, 72,
smiles as she jets out of
Los Angeles to finish
her glitzy Las Vegas
residency
The 72-year-old singer

Plus-size Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit star
Hunter McGrady tells
how going from skinny
a size 2 to a curvy size
16 made her modeling
career skyrocket

Tennis ace Novak
Djokovic is caught
bickering with wife as
she tells him off for
being rude... unaware
they're broadcasting on
Facebook Live 

Kendall Jenner rocks
the sports luxe trend in
a cropped pink hoodie
and beige flared
trousers as she steps
out during Milan
Fashion Week

Blonde bombshell
Allison Williams rocks
her new look in New
York after joking her
high maintenance hair
care regime could end
her marriage

'People are stupid!'
Walking Dead's Jeffrey
Dean Morgan denies T-
shirt inspired by his
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character's saying
'Eeny, Meeny, Miny,
Moe' is racist

'I'd like the salmon,
please!' Late night host
James Corden jokes
Meryl Streep mistook
him for a waiter when
they first met London
eatery

EXCLUSIVE
PICTURES: Lea Michele
shows off pert derriere
in black swimsuit
during paddleboard
yoga session in
Hawaiian... before
falling off

Smarty pants! Nina
Dobrev wears hot pink
leggings that say 'Bye
Felicia' on the side as
she exits a gym in West
Hollywood
After a workout

Priyanka Chopra
reveals the actor who
plays her love interest
on Quantico has
welcomed a FOURTH
child... as she shares
photo of baby on Twitter

Not bad for a
chauffeur! Downton
Abbey star Allen Leech
snaps up Hollywood
hillside home for
$1.175million, complete
with two-car garage

So cheeky! Bella
Thorne rocks bodysuit
as she dances to some
rather rude lyrics on
Instagram
The 19-year-old posted a
video of herself 

Still stunning! Jane
Fonda, 79, is youthful at
Global Green Pre-
Oscars gala as friends
say she feels 'new
freedom' since Richard
Perry split

 Iskra Lawrence
flaunts her sensational
curves in a white
swimsuit... as she
insists she won't stop
working out in lengthy
online rant

The Princess and the
Pixie! Miss Lott oozes
glamour in a plunging
black blazer and fitted
trousers at Beauty And
The Beast film launch
The songstress, 26

Back in the sling of
things! Brooklyn
Beckham enjoys a day
out with friends after
spending all night
partying at the BRITs
with a broken
collarbone

Pink hits the gym on
mission to lose 30lbs of
baby weight while
husband Carey Hart
brings newborn
Jameson to his
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GADGET REVIEWS
Affordable, robust and

surprisingly responsive:
Samsung's Galaxy A5
With the eagerly awaited
Galaxy S8 having been
pushed back, South
Korea-based Samsung
has plugged the gap with
the Samsung Galaxy A5,
a high-end device with a
mid-range price tag.

Is it really worth
paying £280 for
Nintendo's Switch?
MailOnline's verdict
While the design is
impressive and easy to
use, the game line up is
disappointing.

Google's Daydream:
The $79 headset that
could bring VR to the
masses
Google's $79 headset is
superb in terms of
hardware - but is currently
let down by a lack of
apps. However, it has
absolutely huge potential
to finally bring VR to the
masses.
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Welcome Home:
Google's $130 smart
speaker
Google's smart Home
speaker still has a lot of
learning to do, and loses
out to Amazon's Echo in
some areas - but has
incredible potential

'Not quite an iPhone
replacement': Google's
Pixel phone
Google's Pixel handset is
good, and boasts an
amazing camera and
smart assistant. It's the
king of the Android
handsets - but still not
great.

Xbox One S review:
Console that will make
your 4K TV shine
Microsoft's Xbox One S
has shrunk the giant
console by 40%, and is
stunningly designed
console with 4K HDR
capabilities - but comes
with some caveats.

The $1,000 wireless
speaker that really IS
worth the price: Naim
Mu-so Qb review
Naim's incredible Mu-So
Qb takes you back to the
good old days - where the
music captivates and
enthralls, rather that
simply being something in
the background.

The hi-tech $2,000
spin bike that really
could change your life
Peloton's hi-tech bike lets
you stream live and on
demand rides to your
home - and it's one of the
best examples of fitness
technology out there - at a
price.

Apple's new 9.7inch
iPad Pro is a
powerhouse you can
take anywhere
Apple has added a few
improvements to the
smaller version, creating
a tablet that is
astonishingly powerful,
but, unlike its big brother,
is something you'll be
able to carry everywhere.

Speaker that looks as
good as its sounds:
B&W Zeppelin Wireless
review
It's not cheap, but the
$699 (£500) Zeppelin
Wireless is perfect for the
design conscious music
fan.

The iPad grows up:
Apple's iPad Pro
The iPad Pro is, for many,
a real laptop replacement
- and a way to combine
work and play in a gadget
that will last all day and
won't break your back to
carry.

'A glimpse into the
future of the living
room': The new Apple
TV
Apple says apps are the
future of TV, and while its
new $149 box does have
some issues, its
combination of streaming
services, games and
other apps make it the
best way to make your TV
smart.

The best all in one
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wireless speaker you'll
ever hear: Naim Mu-so
review
It might not be a name
familiar to the US market,
but Naim is a legendary
British brand hoping to
make a splash with the
American launch of its
$1499 Mu:So speaker.
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